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Chapter: 1535
“Lin Ziming how do you talk!”
“There is no reason to say that Zhuang Yuan is a pig. I think you are living
impatiently!”
“You abandoned son of the Lin family, you can’t even drive a car. Who
gave you the confidence to mock Zhuang Yuan!”
“You’d better apologize to Zhuang Yuan immediately, otherwise you won’t
be so fruitful!”
Suddenly, a lot of people jumped out to scold Lin Ziming, aggressively and
harshly speaking, and they didn’t mean to put Lin Ziming in their eyes at all.
Lin Ziming saw this situation, he was naturally impossible to persuade him,
it was not that he was stingy, but that he had no need to show these people a
good face.
But of course there was no curse. He just snorted, and suddenly a strong
aura emanated from his body. Everyone who was swept by his eyes couldn’t
help feeling the fear. The heart was in that moment. All are pinched tightly.
Their faces became pale, and they didn’t even dare to face Lin Ziming’s
gaze, joking, what realm Lin Ziming is now, if he wants to radiate all his
aura, he can directly scare these ants to death. In the past, even became a
vegetable!
The spiritual power of the Innate Realm Dzogchen is so powerful that it is
far beyond what ordinary people can bear.
Lin Ziming accepts it as soon as he sees it, and there is no need to pee his
pants so scared by this group. For him, these former playmates are already
ants.
He came here today, originally just wanting to reminisce about the old with
Murong Xue, nothing more.
Even the Lei family’s elder, when Lin Ziming’s gaze was scanned, his brain
was instantly demented, and his heartbeat suddenly accelerated a lot.
When he reacted, he was very annoyed. The dignified young master of his
Lei family, naturally, needless to say!
If Lin Ziming is still the second youngest of the Lin Family, maybe you can
compare him with him, but now Lin Ziming is just a downcast little person,
and he was stunned by such a little person. To him, it is an absolute shame. !
So he was a little angry at the moment.
Not only him, but the other people present were in the same mood, looking
at Lin Ziming more angrily and disgustingly. Some of the more energetic
men even wanted to do something with Lin Ziming. There are many of them
anyway, and Lin Ziming has only one. Even if they beat Lin Ziming, Lin
Ziming still has no way to deal with them.
Lin Ziming naturally saw their thoughts. Fortunately, they didn’t do this.
Otherwise, Lin Ziming wouldn’t mind giving these “old friends” a lesson!
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“Murongxue, since you have a meal, then I won’t bother you.”
Lin Ziming knew the nature of the dinner tonight, so he didn’t want to stay
here anymore. For him, it was a waste of time.
Murong Xue was also shocked by the look in Lin Ziming’s eyes just now.
At that moment, she seemed to see the spirited Lin Ziming from before, and
even the awe-inspiring and domineering displayed at that moment was even
more powerful than before!
She is now a bit of six gods, and she subconsciously looks at Leyton next to
her, begging for Leyton’s meaning.
Leyton snorted. Originally, he had no idea about Lin Ziming. He knew that
Lin Ziming was only Murongxue’s childhood sweetheart, but now he is
completely desolate and has become a bereavement dog. For such a small
person, he only needs to give Warning, it’s almost enough to let Lin Ziming
retreat in the face of difficulties, but just now, the look in Lin Ziming’s eyes
calmed him and made him angry, so naturally he wouldn’t let Lin Ziming go
so easily.
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